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October 6, 1998

Office of General Counsel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnmission
Washirgton, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

Subject: Docket Nos. 50-361 and 50-362
Request for Legal Opinion on the Scope of 10 CFR i 50.54(x)
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) Units 2 and 3

Southern California Edison Company (SCE) desires to implement cross-ties
between the electrical power systems of SONGS Units 2 and 3 so tha t. in an
emergency involving a blackout at one unit, an emergency diesel generator at
the other unit would be able to supply electrical power to the blacked-out
unit. SCE intends to use the cross-ties only during an emergency declared
under 10 CFR § 50.54(x), which permits a licensee to depart from requirements
during an emergency in order to protect the public health and safety. Based
upon advice of counsel, SCE has concluded that it does not need NRC approval
to install the cross-tie or to use it when Section 50.54(x) is invoked.
Nevertheless, given the absence of guidance or precedents that directly
address this issue, there is some legal uncertainty whetier Section 50.54(1)
may be invoked for cross-connections of units, and for that reason SCE has
elected to request a legal opinion regarding the scope of 10 CFR § 50.54(x).
Specifically, SCE requests that NRC issue an opinion on the San Onofre docket
which concludes that a licensee may use 10 CFR § 50.54(x) to take action that
departs from applicable requirements and the design and licensing basis for
one unit at a multi-unit site, when such action is immediately needed to
mitigate an emergency at another unit at the site.

The basis for this request is provided in the enclosed request. In suminary,
there is no NRC guidance or precedent that directly addresses this issue. A*
explained in the enclosed request , hovever, such a departure would comport
with the language of Section 50.54(x), would promote the purpose of Sect ion
50.54(x), and would be consiste I with the statement of considerat ions for
Section 50.54(x). Therefore, there is d strong legal basis for NPC to issut
the requested opinion.
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There are also sound practical reasons for NRr to issue the requested opinion.
Given the absence of any guidance on precedents, there is uncertainty
regarding NRC's position on the scope of Section 50.54(x). As a result,
licensees (including SCE) will be reluctant to establish provisions for cross-
connecting their units during an emergency. Absent a legal opinion on Section
50.54(x), licensees may feel compelled to forego provisions that may help
prevent or mitigate core damage or other impacts on the public health and
safety. A legal opinion on the scope of Section 50.54(x) will remove this
uncertainty, and thereby promote safety.

Accordingly, SCE requests that NRC issue a legal opinion which concludes that
Section 50.54(x) may be used by one unit to depart from applicable
requirements and its design and licensing basis, when such action is
immediately needed to mitigate an emergency in another unit. SCE's request is
limited to this legal question. SCE is not requesting that NRC approve the
implementation or use of the planned cross-ties at SONGS.

Sincerely,

cc: E. W. Merschoff, Regional Administrator, NRC Region IV
J. W. Clifford, NRC Project Manager, San Onofre Units 2 and 3
J. A. Sloan, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, San Onofre Units 2 & 3
J. E. Moore, Deputy Assistant General Counsel
Document Control Desk



REQUEST BY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMhIPANY (SCE)
FOR LEGAL OPINION ON TIHE SCOPE OF 1I) CFR § 50.54h)

1. Introduction nand l'urpse

San Onofre Nuclear Generating, Station (SONGS) currently has two operating units (Units 2 and
3). SCE is planning to implement cross-ties between the electrical power systems. specilically the
Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) of these units so that, in an emeruency involvinQ a blackout
at one unit, an emergency EDG at the other unit would be able to supply electrical power to the
blacked-out unit. SCE intends to use the cross-ties only during an emergency declared uinder 10
CFR § 50.54(x), which permits a licensee to depart from requirements during an emergency in
order to protect the public health and safety.

There currently are no NRC guidance or precedents that directly address %whether one unit, Which
is not in an emergency and is operating %within its design and licensinLg basis, may use Section
50.54(x) to depart from applicable requirements (including its design and licensing basis) to help
mitieate an enieruencv in another unit. The purpose of this request is to seek a legal opinion from
the NRC on the SONGS docket onl whether the scope of Section 50.54(x) encompasses such
departures.

SCE's request is limited to the legal question posed above SCE is not requesting that 'NRC
approve the implementation or use of the planned cross-ties at SONGS

II. Description of Planimed Cross-Ties for SONGS

As indicated above, SCE is requesting a legal interpretation of Section 50 54(x). and is not
seeking NRC approval of the application 1l'Section 50 54(x) to use of the cross-ties at SONGS
Nevertheless, SCE believes that its leval request will be better understood and appreciated il it is
placed in a factual context. Thereflore. SCE is providing the following description o l'the planned
cross-ties for SONGS '

In a letter dated lDecember 1. 1 ')90. SCII submitted a sal'etv evaltiation under I0
CFR § 5(J 59 for the cross-ties at SONGS. and requested NRC approval ol
preoperational testing. and tinal turnover of the cross-ties In ongollit! lisclINcl.xon

b)etween the NRC and SCE. thle NRC questioned the reuilatoir Colite.t Imr NRt(
r. ' !W of thlis suhmititall

A mnore complete description was provided in SC'Is letter it) NRC dated
December 3 1. 190
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Each of the operating units at SONGS has two trains of safety-related AC electrical power Each
train includes an EDG, which supplies electrical power to a 4.16 kV safety-related bus. Each
train is separate, and independent from the EDGs ofthe other unit and firom the otiler train of the
same unit. The EDGs for a unit are capable of supplying! tile loads required to achieve safe
shutdown or niitigate a design basis accident at the unit, assuming a loss of olt'site power and a
single 'failure (including a failure of one of the two EDG- for the unit). An event involving the
loss of oll'site power plus the loss of both EDGs of a unit is bevond the desiun basis of the unit.
except as required to satistfv the station blackout requirements in 10 CFR § 50 63. In this revard.
SONGS is a 4-hour coping plant under Section 50.63.

Since 1990. SONGS has had a "Desperate Operating Instruction" which calls for use of'Sectioll
50.54(x) to cross-connect a non-blacked-out unit's EDG(s) to the 4.16 kV saltvt-related bus of
thle corresponding trains ofa blacked-out Unit. Because the cross-ties are currently installed but
disabled at Units 2 and 3. the instruction states that the cross-connection should be implemented
by lifting leads and installing junmpers to bypass existing interlocks.

In the mid-1990s. SCE conducted an Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE)
for SONGS, which included an examination of events which were outside the desivn basis tor
Units 2 and 3 These events included a severe seismic event which resulted in a loss of oltsite
power and a failure of both EDGs at one of the units (i e a unit black-out involving loss of all AC
power). The IPEEE identified that steam eenerator dryout and core uncoverv could be avoided
during a unit blackout if electrical power could be supplied within 55 minutes to one of thle 4 lu
kV safety-related busses of the blacked-out unit. Under the Desperate Operating Instruction ftor
SONGS, operators might not be able to complete lifting of the leads. installing jumpers. and
taking the other requisite actions to cross connect the electrical power systems of the two nulits
within the 55 minute period identilied in the IPEEE. As a result. SCE committed to install an
enuineered EDG cross-connect capability between Units 2 and 3 in order to be able to supply
electric power to a blacked-out unit within 55 minutes.3 The EDG cross-ties and associated
controls are described in more detail in Attachment I

If only one EDG were operable, the cross-connection would enable the E[)G to supply power tfr
both units. However, the cross-connection would take the unit with the operable EDG and place
it in a condition outside its desiun and licensing basis - - the cross-connection would leave tlhe
EDG available for use but technically inoperable. which would be inconsistent with the t chnical
specifications for SONGS. Thereflore, the cross-tie would be used only after aln emneruency has
been declared under Section 50 54(x)

The IPEEE identified a significant satetv benefit from this cross-connection In particular, the
IPEEE determined that the core damage firequency would be reduced fron 2 F.-4 per ye;ir %ith no
cross-connection (including no use oljumpers) to 7 E-5 per year as a result ofinstallation t'ftlie
engineered cross-connection capability

Letter dated l)ecemlber 15. I 095. ro1m Walter C Marsh (SSCl) to N CI



Ill. *Avulic*;able Guidance an-d Precedents

10 CFR 50.54(x) states as followsv

A licensee may take reasonable action that departs from a license condition or a technical
specification (contained in a license issued under this part) in an emergency when this
action is immediately needed to protect the public health and safety and no action
consistent with license conditions and technical specifications that can provide adequate or
equivalent protection is immediately apparent.

Although the rule itself refers to departures from license conditions and technical specitications.
the statement of considerations lor Section 50.54(x) states that it may also be used to depart firo
applicable NRC regulations.'

There is no NRC or indus'ry guidance which directly addresses whether Section 50.54(x) may be
used by one unit, which is not in an emergency, to depart from its requirements to help mitigate
an emergency in another unit. Similarly. SCE is not aware of any precedents which directly
address this issue. However, for the following reasons. SCE believes that it would be appropriate
to invoke Section 50.54(x) for such a purpose.

A Thie Language of Section 50 54(x) Is Suricientlv Broad To Permit Its Application
to Cross-Conneclion of Units

The languave in Section 50.54(x) is broad. It provides general authorization for a licensee to
depart from requirements when such action is needed to protect the public health and safety.
Section 50 54(x) does not expressly confine this authority to actions the unit experiencing the
emergency. Thus, the literal language of Section 50.54(x) would not preclude one unit from
departing from its requirements in order to mitigate an emergency in another unit.

B. The Purpose of Section 50 54x) Supports Its Application to Cross-Contlect Units

As indicated in the following excerpts from the statement of considerations for Section 50.54(x).'
the purpose of this section is to enable a licensee to deviate from requirements in order to protect
the public health and safety:

* Emereencies can arise, though, during which compliance with a license condition or
technical specification could prevent necessary action by a licensee to protect the public

45 Fed. Reg. 13966. 13969 (April 1, 19S3).

48 Fed. Reu. at 13966-7.
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health and safety. .. Absolute compliance with the license in emergencies can be a barrier
to etTective protective action by a licensee."

"It is the intent of the rule to allow deviations from license requirements in the special
circumstances described.... the Commission believes that there should be a specific
provision in the Commission's rules clearly indicating that a licensee may take reasonable
action that departs from a license condition or technical specification in an emergency
when such action is immediately needed to protect the public health and safety."

These statements clearly indicate that the purpose of Section 50.54(x) is protection of the public
health and safety. which is given a higher priority than compliance with requirements. In fact, the
statements of consideration go on to state that, if action is needed to protect safety, a licensee
.would be obliged to take protective action that deviates from the license.""

Thus, the purpose of Section 50.54(x) would be served by taking one unit, which is operating
within its design and licensing basis, and placing it outside of its applicable license requirements in
order to mitigate an emergency in another unit.'

C. Cross-Connection of Units Is Consistent %with the Commission's Intent in Giving
Licensees Flexibilitv in Using Section 50 54(x)

In promulgating Section 50.54(x), the Commission stated that it desired to provide licensees wvith
flexibility to enable them to take the necessary protective action during an emergency

As for deviation guidance, one comment, which was opposed to such, was typical:
"[w]e do not believe that it is feasible to provide detailed guidance as to when deviations
are permissible. The wvlhole purpose of the proposed amendments is to provide flexibility
in situations that cannot be anticipated. Any effon to provide more detailed standards is
likely to defeat that purpose by unintentionally excluding a situation in which a deviation is
necessary or appropriate."

The Commission aurees with this comment. and feels that any attempt to define in
more detail the precise circumstances under which a deviation is permissible is bound to
exclude a circumstance where deviation might be entirely appropriate. Whereas the
conditions under which a deviation is allowed are not described at length. nevenheless. the

48 Fed Ret. at 13969

7 In contrast, it would obviously be inconsistent with safety, and thus the purpose of
Section 50 54(x). to insist that one unit comply with license requirements it'doitg
so would render the licensee unable to prevent or mitigate core daiage or other
emergency condition in another unit.

4S Fed. Reg. at 1396S
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deviation criteria are quite specific: the licensee must be faced with an emergency situation
*in which compliance with the license is posing a barrier tO effiective protective action and
rapid protective action is needed.

This statement clearly indicates that Section 50.54(x) is intended to be an expansive grant of
authority to licensees to enable them to deal with emergency situations. It vives licensees
"flexibility" to invoke Section 50.54(x), and it does not "exclude" any particular type of deviation
needed to respond to an emergency.

It would be inconsistent with this statement by the Commission to limit the scope of Section
5O. >4(x) to deviations involving only the unit that is experiencing the emergency. Licensees
should have the'flexibilitv of deviating from applicable requirements and the design and licensing
basis for one unit in order to help mitigate an emergency in another unit.

D. Section 50 54(x) Was Not Intended to be Tied to a Particular Facilit%

Section 50.54(x) was not intended for the protection of a particular unit from damage. but instead
is focussed on protection of the public health and safety. As provided in the statement of
considerations for Section 50.54(x):'

"The rule does not apply to machinery or the facility. per .v. but would apply if such
damage is tied to a possible adverse effect on public health and safety"

Thus. Section 50.54(x) is f3cussed on safety, not a particular facility or unit. Therelfore, actions
authorized by this section should not be limited to actions within the unit experiencing the
emergency, but instead should encompass any actions needed to protect the public health and
safety, including taking one unit outside of its design and licensing basis to cross-connect it wvith
another unit that is experiencing an emergency

E. NRC Guidance Recognizes that Severe Accident Nlanagement Guidelines May
Involve Cross-Connections and Use of Section 50 54(x)

NRC has long encouraged licensees to develop severe accident management guidelines (SANIG
Although prevention and mitigation of severe accidents are outside the licensing basis of plants
licensed to operate under Pan 50. both NRC and the industry have recognized that it is preterable
for licensees to develop voluntary plans for dealing with severe accidents than attempting to take
actions on an ad hloc basis in the unlikely event a severe accident were to occur "' Accordingly.

48 Fed. Rev. at I 9))08-.9

I .ee. e.g.. SECY'-)S- .3 1. "Status of the Integration Plan for C'losure of' Severe
Accident Issues and the Status of Severe Accident Research- (June S. IJ99S)



the industry has developed and is committed to implementing SANIG as provided in NEI 91-04.
Rev. I.."Severe Accident Issue Closure Guidelines."

In recent clarifications to NEI 91-04," NEI has emphasized the value of using SANIG to pre-plan
protective actions for postulated emergency situations. including actions under Section 50.54(x)
that involve deviations from requirements:

In practice, the application of §50.54(x) and (y) can lead (and has led) to situations where
existing decision-making processes and plant procedures are disregarded, potentially an
uncontrolled situation. When entry into §50.54(x) and (y) is declared for entry into
SAMG. the SANIG should be followed in order to maximize the likelihood of successtul
accident mitigation.

Comments by the NRC staff on these clarifications to NEI 91-04 recognize that the SAMIG may
entail "cross-ties to a second. non-affected unit."' These same comments also recognize that
implementation of'the SANIG may require a licensee to invoke Section 50.54(x). As the stall
stated:

However, we caution that actions taken almost immediately upon entry into SAXM(i could
depart from the licensing basis and Technical Specifications. and therefore require
licensees almost immediately to invoke §50.54(x) and (y).13

Thus, NRC has recognized that a licensee may pre-plan to invoke Section 50.54(x) to take actio ns
that involve departures from requirements during an emergency."

Letter dated July 22. 1997. from David J Modeen (NEI) to Gary Holalhan (NRC).
enclosing 'Clarifications to Severe Accident Mlanagement Industry Guidelines." p
5.

Letter dated January 28. 1998 from Gary NI. Holahan (NRC) to David Modeen
(NEI). Enclosure p. I.

M.. p. 2.

For several reasons. it would be unreasonable to prohibit use of Section 5) 54(x)
to pre-plan departures from requirements during an emergency First. such a
prohibition would discourav. planning. which is clearlv contrary to safety and the
NRC's goal of encouraging licensees to develop SANIG. Second. if a licensee
were required to obtain NRC approval for plans that call for departures from
requirements during beyond design basis accidents conditions. licensees would be
discouraged from estabUishing such plans, which again would be contrary to salety
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NRC's comments on NE I's clarifications to NEI 91-(4 did not dircct.ly state that Section -40 54 x
may beinvoked to use a cross-connection between units However, as indicated above. NRC's
comments clearly recognize that SAIMG may call for cross-connections between units and that
licensees will almost assuredly need to invoke Section 50 54(x) to implement SAMG When
considered in combination. these statements lend further support for the conclusion that a licensee
may use Section 50.54(x) to cross-connect units

F. Summa

There is no NRC guidance or precedent that directly addresses whether a unit. that is not
experiencing an emergency. may use Section 50.54(x) to depart from applicable regulatory
requirements in order to help mitigate an emergency in another unit However. such a departure
would comport with the language of Section 50 54(x). would promote the purpose of Section
50 54(x). ueuld be consistent with the provisions in the statement of considerations fuo. Section
50 541x). and would further NRC's goal of encouraging licensees to develop severe accident
management guidelines Therefore. there is a strong basis for NRC to conclude that Section
50.54(x) may be used to enable one unit. that is not in an emergency. to depart from r~zulatory
requirements and its design and licensing basis to mitigate an emergency in another unit

IV. Nced for 2 leg:1l Opinion from NRC on Section .054(xl

As discussed above. there is a strong basis for concluding that Section 50 54(x) may be used to
enable one unit. that is not in an emergency, to depart from revulatory requirements to mitigate an
emeruencv in another unit Howse ever. there is no NRC guidance or precedent that dircotl>
addresses this issue. Absent such guidance and precedent. there is uncenainty regardinv \RC's
position on this issue A legal opinion from NRC sould help eliminate this uncertainty

There are several reasons why issuance of a legal opinion to eliminate this uncertainty is desirable

c As discussed in Section Ill E above. NRC has encouraged the industry, and the industry
has committed. to develop SA.MG A legal opinion %kould assist in accomplishing this
common NRC and industry goal by removing uncenainty regarding whether the SAMG
may take advantage of Section 50 54(x) to activate cross-ties of tvo units durine a severe
accident

* There are approximately i4) multi-unit sites in the United States As a result. the iWsue
raised by SCE is likely to recur at other plants A legal opinion *sould benetit not onlk
SONGS. but would help remove uncertainty regarding the scope of'Section is I4exi at
other multi-unit plants as Well

* As discussed in Section 2 above. the IPEEE shows that the cross-connection at SOJ(iS
would produce a significant safety benefit Additionall. the NRC staflfhas infrirmallk
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expressed the opinion that the cross-connection at SONGS would be beneficial to safety
*A lega! opinion that the cross-connection can be used under Section 50 54(x) would
remove a potential legal barrier to installation and use of the cross-connection at SONGS.
and thereby would promote safety.

SCE desires to comply with NRC regulations A lega; opinion would eliminate any risk
that SONGS might be taking an acion that would not be consistent with Section 5r) 54(x)

In summary. viven the uncertairity regarding the scope of Section 50 54(x). licensees (including
SCE) s-\:; be reluctant to establish provisions tar cross-connecting their units during an
emergency. Absent a legal opinion on Section 50.54(x). licensees may fed compelled to foreeo
provisions that may help prevent or mitigate core damage or other impacts on the public health
and safety during an emergency A legal opinion on the scope of Section 5rJ.54(x) will remove
this uncenainty. and thereby promote safety

V. SCE's Request for Legal Opihion

Based upon the foregoing. SCE requests that NRC issue a legal opinion on the SONGS docket on
whether one unit, that is not in an cmergency. may use Section 50 54(x) to depart from applicable
requirements and its design and licensing basis to mitisiate an emergency in another unit Nlore
specifically. SCE requests that the NRC reach the following conclusion regarding Section
50 54(x)

When an emergency exists at one unit of a multi-unit site, a licensee may use 10 CFR §
50 54(x) to take reasonable action (either ad hoc or pre-planned action) that depart. from
the license conditions. technical specifications. or regulations applicable to any unit at the
site. when such action is immediately needed to protect the public heaith and safety and no
action consistent with the license conditions. technical specifications. and regulations that
can provide adequate or equivalent protection is immediately apparent This action
specifically includes taking a unit that is currently operating within its desien and licensinV
basis to a condition that is beyond its design and licensings basis. when sucn action ii
immediately needed to protect the public health and safety and no action consi.,ent %%ith
the license conditions. technical specifications. and regulations that can provide adequate
or equivalent protection is immediately apparent
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ATTACHMENT I

[)ESCRIPTION OF CROSS-TIES OF ELECTRIC POXE'ER SYSTEMS AT SONGS

For each safety-related train, the planned cross-connect capability consists of I) an existing line
running between the 4. 16 k-V busses of the corresponding trains of each unit, and 2) two hand
switches at each end of each line (i.e.. 4 switches per train. 8 switches in total) that could be used
to connect the corresponding trains of the electrical power system at the two-units The planned
cross-ties would meet the standards in IEEE 32. 3S44. 379. and 384 related to environmental
qualification. seismic qualification, single failures, and electrical independence

With the hand switches in their normal position, the existing design functions of the electrical
power system would be unaffected. Both switches on the corresponding train of both units (i e
four switches in total) would need to be manually manipulated to activate the cross-connect
capability for one train. After the cross-tie is established, the required engineered safety teature
(ESF) loads would be manually loaded from the control room

The switches % ould be located in a vital area on the respective unit's train's tire isolation sitci
panel in the Class I E switchgear room. Access to vital areas is controlled by security key cards
The cross-tie switches would be located in a cabinet, be uniquely identified from the fire isolation
switches in the same cabinet, and have position indicators for "Normal" and S0 54XN operation
Administrative controls would be in place to prohibit cross-tie switch manipulation except in an
emergency declared under Section 50 54(x). Repositioning of any hand switch from the normal
position would cause an alarm in the control room With redundant. alarmed switches.
inadvertent repositioning of more than one s%. itch (and inadvertent activation of a cross-tie)
would be outside the sinile failure design basis for SONGS

The EDG cross-ties are only intended for use in a situation in which one unit has experienced a
loss of offsite power and a loss of both of itx EDGs. i.e . a unit Llackout which is beyond the
design basis of the plant If the other unit has one or more operable EDGs. use oft cross-tie
wvould enable an available EDG to provide posser to the black-ed-out unit If only one EDG %%ere
available for the entire plant. the EDG would be used to supply power to both units
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